Full Immersion Language Apps

NO ENGLISH VERSION

K - 12 language learners can now experience
learning in their language with the Full
Immersion App. Full of games, quizzes, flash
cards and stories, this immersion app covers
basic words to situational stories. Young
learners can enjoy puzzles and games, older
learners can use categories of words and
phrases.

Full Immersion Learning
New for 2022!

Fun Language Games
Flash Cards with Categories
Track Your Learning Progress
Tribal Characters, Local Designs
iPad, iPhone & Android Devices

Language App Training

5 DAY STAFF TRAINING

Our 5 Day Language App Development
Training will allow you to create and
update your own apps. Our staff will
visit your Tribal offices to create new
iPhone, Android and desktop apps
within the 5 day training.

Searchable Syllabics
Moose Cree Language App

James Bay Cree Elders helped create
the Moose Cree iOS Language
App.A searchable language app with
categories, phrases, audio and syllabics.
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PRESERVE & REVITALIZE
YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE
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Full Immersion Language Learning App

Universal Language App

K - 12 levels with games, quizzes, flash cards and stories. This full
immersion app covers words and conversations for learners to enjoy.

The Universal Language App includes 800 words, phrases and within 26 categories,
and flash cards. Give your language learners the resources

Suite of 3
Language Apps
This Suite of 3 Apps
includes our popular
Universal Language
App, our Storybook App
and a Learning Game
App with matching and
challenging object find
games. Expand your
digital learning tools with
the Suite of 3 Language
Apps.

Keyboard &
Font Package

Virtual Reality
Language App

Language
Storybook App

Single Device
iPhone/Android

5 Day Staff
App Training

Teachers and students
can now write and create
content in your Tribal
language. We will create
a custom keyboard and
font package that can
be installed on both
Windows and Mac
computers. Your special
fonts are created for your
specific language group
and dialects.

Your Tribal language in
Virtual Reality from a
historical perspective.
Formally our Virtual
Village App for Oculus.
This app includes
4 scenes with 3D
characters in traditional
clothing, dialogue and
player movement. A great
app for narration and
immersive storytelling.

Read to Me Storybook
highlights the words as
they are read aloud. The
Storybook can contain
animations, drag and
drop games, puzzles
and flash cards. This
Storybook App is a great
tool for young children
as they learn to speak the
language.

This app is our standard
language app for a
single device. You
can choose the Apple
iOS, Android or web
platforms. The app can
also be expanded to
include maps, flash
cards, and sideshow
stories. A great way to
build up your language
resources over time.

5 Days of on-site or
virtual Language App
Development Staff
Training. This training will
ensure you can update
your apps, add words,
phrases and more audio
to your Language App.

